Educational Policy & Curriculum Committee (EPCC)

Established by the Faculty Council in June 2017 to succeed the former “Curriculum Cabinet,” the Educational Policy and Curriculum Committee (EPCC) has governance oversight of the MD curriculum and educational policies for medical students at HMS.

Chairperson: Edward Hundert
Ex officio: Jane Neill, Jennifer Potter, Anthony D’Amico, Robert Mayer, Michele Cohn, Carolyn Wood, Terese Galuszka, Regina Mitchell, Elaine Martin, Aili Lewis, Barbara Cockrill, Praneeth Machettira, Sang Park, Claire Scully

Committee Members (2017-2018)
Meredith Atkins
Bernard Chang
Grace Chang
John Dalrymple
Susan Farrell
Sara Fazio
Wolfram Goessling
David Hirsh
Jeffrey Katz
Randy King
Richard Mitchell
Katherine O’Donnell
Fidencio Saldaña
Richard Schwartzstein
Leigh Simmons
Douglas Smink

Student Membership
Julia Hiserodt (HMS 2021)
-alternate: Rachel Acker (HMS 2021)
Ameen Barghi (HMS 2020)
-alternate: Eve Roth (HMS 2020)
Jessica Stuart (HMS 2019)
-alternate: Andrew Foley (HMS 2019)
Chloé Powell (HMS 2018)
-alternate: Horatio Thomas (HMS 2018)

*Also invited
PCE Directors not otherwise voting members